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The SessionsTM MH510 is the result of a decade long collaboration 

of experience and professional audio expertise. Conceptualized and 

designed for the accomplished performer — studio, live or playback — 

get ready to experience your favorite tracks the way the artist intended. 

For the Artist in all of us — SessionsTM by CAD Audio
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Sessions
MH510 Headphones

The Sessions™ MH510 is the result of a decade-long collaboration of experience and professional audio
expertise. Conceptualized and designed for the accomplished performer – Studio, Live or Playback – get
ready to experience your favorite tracks the way the artist intended. The Sessions™ MH510 headphones
produce an articulate frequency response with extended lows, smooth mids & life-like highs. Sound Pressure
Level capability rivaling a concert experience. World class isolation ensures a private listening experience
virtually eliminating bleed into the playback environment. Quality construction stands up to the most
demanding performer while not sacrificing comfort. A power handling capability begging for more. 
Outfitted with two cables (coiled and straight), two sets of earpads to satisfy your changing demands.

Five colors to choose from: Black, Black/Chrome, Black/Orange, White/Gold and White/Red for the look 
and style your session deserves.

For the Artist in all of us — SessionsTM by CAD Audio
CAD Audio

Please use your Sessions™ headphones responsibly. High volumes even for short periods of time can
result in hearing loss. Noise Induced Hearing Loss (NIHL) can result from long or repetitive exposure
to sound even at moderate levels. Please review additional information concerning hearing health at
www.asha.org and www.drf.org.
Keep out of reach of small children. The Sessions™ headphones are a professional audio playback
device. They should not be considered a toy and should not be used by small children.

SPECIFICATIONS †

Frequency Response............ 10Hz–24,000Hz
SPL................................................................... 103dB
Impedance ....................................................... 26Ω
Maximum Input.....................................3000mW

Driver Size...........................50mm Neodymium
Cable Length ......................... Straight - 10 feet
.................................................. Coiled - 3.5 + feet
Adapter ......................................... 3.5mm to 1/4"
RoHS ....................................................... Compliant
†Specifications subject to change without notice.
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